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LICENSEE & DRIVER 
RESOURCES

• Office of the BC Container Trucking 
Commissioner (“OBCCTC”) 
604-660-6051 
obcctc.ca

• Confidential Drayage Complaint 
Line (Confidence Line) 
1-877-713-5109 
drayage.confidenceline.net

• PoV or VFPA TLS Administrator 
604-665-9333

• BC Trucking Association 
604-888-5319

• Pay Rate Summary 
obcctc.ca/rate-summary

• On-Dock Rate Schedule 
obcctc.ca/on-dock

• Off-Dock Rate Schedule 
obcctc.ca/off-dock

• OBCCTC Decisions 
obcctc.ca/decisions

• OBCCTC Policies 
obcctc.ca/policies

• OBCCTC Industry Memos 
obcctc.ca/industry-memos

• Container Trucking Act 
bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/consol 
28/consol28/14028_01

• Container Trucking Regulation 
bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/  
complete/statreg/248_2014

IN THIS EDITION
On November 22, 2019, the Office of the BC Container Trucking 
Commissioner (“OBCCTC”) issued a Bulletin advising stakeholders that 
several changes to the existing rate structure would be introduced 
this year.  The fuel surcharge formula in the Commissioner’s Rate 
Order was amended on January 1st to account for an average monthly 
calculation of diesel prices in Vancouver.  The OBCCTC is now posting 
the fuel surcharge on its website on the first of each month.  

In addition, changes to the trip rate zones, which I proposed in my 
2018 rate report, are being implemented and will take effect on April 
1st, as will increases to longer distance zone rates.  An increased to 
the independent operator hourly rate will also take effect on April 1st.  
Please review the Bulletin on the website and contact the office if you 
have any questions.  We are preparing an interactive trip zone/rate 
map and a new rate order booklet for stakeholders, both of which 
will be released on April 1st.

In the last Newsletter I talked about a series of driver information 
sessions the OBCCTC was planning to hold in late November and early 
December.  I’m happy to report that we filled all our spaces for the 
sessions and had some very good conversations with drivers.  Those 
who attended told us they found the sessions useful and so we will 
begin planning new sessions to be held in the spring.  New, reformed 
licences will be issued in June that will include a revised Truck Tag 
Policy.  No doubt these changes will raise questions and so I expect 
the OBCCTC to be busy engaging with drivers this year.  Expect more 
OBCCTC outreach activities in 2020.  See you there.

Sincerely,

Michael Crawford 
Commissioner
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6 Decisions Issued 
(www.bc-ctc.ca/decisions)

13 Audits
Currently In Progress Under Appendix D to Schedule 1

of the License
Underway

 
$553K in penalties assessed to date 

including 1 licence cancellation
Audits are ongoing Over $3.8M in driver pay 

returned to drivers to date 

Help us help you!  If you have concerns about your pay and the number of hours worked or trips  
undertaken, keep a record.  Your input will help the OBCCTC auditors confirm compliance.

OBCCTC COMPLIANCE UPDATE

Companies are either selected for audit randomly or as a result of a complaint.

DID YOU KNOW?
Container Trucking Services vs. Non-Container Trucking Services

Some licence holders have mixed pay structures that pay hourly drivers the Commissioner’s rate when they 
are performing container trucking services and a different rate for other work.  The Commissioner has ruled 
on what work attracts the Commissioner’s rate for drivers paid by the hour.  Please see the following decisions 
for more information:

Pro West Trucking Ltd. (CTC Decision No. 06/2017)
Pro West Trucking Ltd. (CTC Decision No. 13/2017) Reconsideration Decision
Canadian National Transportations Ltd. (CTC Decision No. 02/2019)

Positioning Movement Rate

Licensees are required to pay trip rate drivers the Positioning Movement Rate for each paid on or off-dock trip.

Off-Dock Rate Payments & Use of Tagged Trucks

The off-dock movement of containers attracts a regulated off-dock rate which must be paid by all licence 
holders.  Licence holders must also use tagged trucks for all on & off-dock work.

Keep your own records

Drivers can help OBCCTC auditors by keeping their own records of trips taken and hours worked in a day.  If 
you keep your own records please also note when you were performing container trucking services as some 
drivers do mixed work.  This will greatly assist OBCCTC auditors when reviewing company records.

WAIT TIME PAYMENT NOTIFICATION
The Vancouver Fraser Port Authority distributed wait time payments totaling $330,928.75 to companies on 
December 19, 2019.  The payments correspond to wait times incurred by drivers between July 1, 2019 – 
September 30, 2019 at Deltaport, Vanterm, Centerm and Fraser Surrey Docks.  

The OBCCTC issued a Bulletin to licence holders reminding them of their obligation to remit the wait time 
payouts in full to every trucker who is, or has been, paid by the licensee on a per trip basis.  The OBCCTC will 
continue to conduct wait time payment spot audits to ensure compliance.
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Licence and Truck Tag Policy Consultation

A Reform Consultation Package was released by the OBCCTC in November 2019 that outlines proposed 
Licence and Truck Tag Policy changes to be implemented in June 2020.  The issuance of off-dock (CTC Truck 
Tags), compliance-based scoring for truck tag applications, the removal of joint licences and the ability for any 
interested company to apply for a Licence are just some of the proposed changes in the document.  

A new addendum to the Reform Consultation Package was also issued in February 2020 proposing several 
additional changes to the Truck Tag Policy.  All stakeholders are encouraged to read both packages found on the 
OBCCTC website.

Newsletter Distribution

Please email the Registrar is you would like your email to be added to our Newsletter distribution list or if your 
email address has changed:  registrar@obcctc.ca

Recent Decisions

In Gulzar Transport Inc. and Jet Speed Transport Inc. (CTC Decision No. 12/2019) the Commissioner proposed 
the cancellation of both companies’ licences because they failed to comply with the Container Trucking Act, 
Container Trucking Regulation, and the Container Trucking Services Licence.  Specifically, the Companies were 
found to have engaged in a deliberate deception in order to appear compliant based upon the payment of 
hourly rates to company drivers when, in fact, the Companies had misclassified drivers and were using a 
three-pay cheque system, combined with non-compliant record keeping practices, to pay non-compliant 
rates.  The Companies failed to demonstrate to the auditor that they had corrected their payroll practices 
and were in violation of an Office of the BC Container Trucking Commissioner’s order to calculate money 
owing to company drivers.

In Can. American Enterprises Ltd. (CTC Decision No. 11/2019) the licensee was found to have not met its obligation 
to pass on Q2-2018 and Q1-2019 wait time remuneration to eligible drivers in a timely manner and, in fact, only 
did so after the OBCCTC commenced an audit.  

WHAT’S NEW!

RATE CHANGES
Fuel Surcharge

Effective January 1, 2020, the fuel surcharge formula in the Commissioner’s Rate Order was amended to 
account for an average monthly calculation of diesel prices in Vancouver.  The amended Rate Order is 
posted on the OBCCTC website.  The fuel surcharge is also posted on the first of each month of the OBCCTC 
website.

Trip Rate Zones and Long-Distance Trip Rates

Effective April 1, 2020, the zone definitions in the Commissioner’s Rate Order will be amended and new, 
corresponding zone rates (on and off-dock) will be introduced.  Long distance trip rates will be increased 
and will be included in new zone rate tables.

Stakeholders are encouraged to become familiar with the new zone definitions and associated rate changes 
prior to their April 1, 2020 implementation.

I/O Hourly Rate

The first phased increase to the base I/O hourly rate will occur on April 1, 2020.  At that time, the base I/O 
hourly rate will be $57.71 per hour if an I/O has performed less than, and $59.03 per hour if an I/O has 
performed more than (or equal to), 2340 collective hours of container trucking services for any licensee 
or licensees (hourly rates are inclusive of benefits and exclusive of the fuel surcharge which is calculated 
monthly and added to the hourly rate).



1085 Cambie Street  
Vancouver, BC  

V6B 5L7 
Phone:  (604) 660-6051  Fax:  (604) 660-6045 

Web:  obcctc.ca    Email:  info@obcctc.ca

Please contact us for more information. Staff are available between the hours of  
9:00 am – 5:00 pm, Monday to Friday, closed weekends and all statutory holidays.


